ABSTRACT With the development of high-throughput interaction detection techniques such as tandem affinity purification (TAP) and yeast two-hybrid (Y2H), the available genome-wide protein-protein interactions (PPIs) data have been increasing in recent years. Using mathematical, physical, and artificialintelligence methods, some researchers in computational biology focused on uncovering the evolutionary ages of proteins according to present PPI networks (PINs), but improving their accuracy was challenging. A plausible explanation is that they solved biological problems with non-biological techniques and did not provide much attention to biological backgrounds and meanings of proteins or their relationships. In this paper, we propose two ways to improve the accuracy of age predicting and skillfully ''embedding'' multisource biological information in each iteration of an archaeology algorithm for yeast PIN. On the one hand, we reduce the probability of reversing errors by decreasing the non-duplication protein pairs, which are obtained from 460 gene trees constructed by means of a multiple sequence alignment and the neighbor joining algorithm. On the other hand, the reliable crossover standard from different biological information sources can decrease local random errors of alternative treatment. The application of the novel algorithm to simulation data and real yeast PINs shows a marked improvement in accuracy. Our research strongly suggests that putting non-biological methods into the ''biological context'' will bear more favorable results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most proteins of an organism function through a complex web of interactions with other proteins, which is known as a protein interaction network (PIN) [1] . Research on the evolution of PINs not only sheds light on the principles driving the evolution of living organisms but also helps us understand the biological organization and function of cellular proteins [2] . As Dobzhansky stated, ''nothing in biology makes sense except in light of evolution'' [3] .
The evolutionary study of PINs focuses on the mechanism by which a new protein enters the PIN and whether some evolutionary rules are followed. First, PINs have scalefree and small-world properties [4] . Some researchers have put forward several evolutionary models for scale-free and small-world networks to explain the evolutionary rules previously mentioned, such as the PA(preferential attachment) model [5] , FF(forest fire) model [6] , DD(duplicationdivergence) model [7] - [11] and so on. More experts have considered DD as the best model explaining the evolution of organisms in recent years. Here, we focus on a particular model called the duplication-mutation with complementarity (DMC) model [8] , which not only is the best model to fit the D. melanogaster (fruit fly) PPI network [12] but also more accurately determines the relative order of yeast proteins entering the PIN than the FF or PA models [13] .
In addition to the entering mode, the relative time of every protein entering a PIN or protein evolutionary age has also been considered particularly noteworthy. However, researchers have emphasized the relationship between the ages and the connectivity of proteins in PINs. Fraser et al. showed that the connectivity of well-conserved proteins in a network is negatively correlated with their rate of evolution [14] . Eisenberg et al. employed orthologous proteins in a cross-species analysis to argue that highly connected proteins tend to be older [15] . A similar result was suggested by Saeed and Deane [16] .They used ER (Excess Retention) to estimate the ages of the proteins. However, some researchers challenged this conclusion and proved the protein ages and connectivity are uncorrelated or poorly correlated [17] - [20] . So, the relationship between age and connectivity within a PIN is controversial. Other researchers studied protein evolutionary ages from new perspectives by dividing all proteins into several age classes from old to young. Liu et al. used orthologous groups of orthoMCL to construct the phylogenetic profile and further assess the original age of every protein of yeast [21] . Finally, every protein was assigned to one age class among five classes. Kim et al. employed Pfam domains to divide most proteins into four age classes [22] . However, every age class amassed too many proteins because thousands of proteins are only divided into a few groups. That is, proteins in the same age class could be further subdivided for more accurate results.
The research of evolutionary models can provide new insights into protein evolutionary ages. When a growth model is fixed, the problem of reconstructing the evolutionary history of an observed network is to infer the relative order of proteins entering this PIN according to some evolutionary laws and a special reversing algorithm. This relative order clearly reflects the protein evolutionary ages. Network archaeology algorithm (Netarch), a traditional framework for estimating the relative order of a yeast's proteins based on the maximal likelihood, was presented by Navlakha and Kingsford [13] . The central issue of the Netarch algorithm is estimating protein ages by tracing a present network back to ancient networks. Many research studies inspired by the idea of this paper have been carried out during recent years. For instance, Li et al. [23] incorporated the idea with the duplication history of proteins to reconstruct the growth history of a present-day network. Luo et al. [24] designed an agedependent duplication-divergence model (ADD) and applied Netarch to ADD to estimate protein ages. Patro et al. [25] proposed a maximum parsimony approach to reconstruct the network history.
However, Netarch uses only mathematical methods without any biological information. So, its application to a complex PIN that is rich in biological information cannot be entirely accurate. For instance, two factors will clearly affect Netarch's efficiency because it relies on the maximum likelihood and network topology. One factor is that Netarch must find the protein pair with the maximal probability of occurring according to the DMC model (see Materials and Methods), but the chosen pair based on the maximal probability may not be the right pair because there are so many pairs in a present large scale PIN of yeast. The other factor is that one node needs to be deleted by the flip of a fair coin in the chosen pair. Additionally, the deleted node may not be the right ''younger'' one with 50% probability. Here, we suggest an improved PIN archaeology algorithm via integrating biological information to address the two problems mentioned above, thereby exploring the history of protein interaction networks more accurately. We reverse 100-node networks and the real network of yeast to obtain node sequences using the new algorithm, which remarkably improves the accuracy of the relative order of both compared with the traditional algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the Netarch algorithm and propose some methods for improving it. Section III provides results related to applications of the improved algorithm to 100-node generated networks and the real yeast PIN. Section IV concludes the paper, while section V contains a discussion of the implications of the improved algorithm.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DMC MODEL
Duplication-mutation with complementarity (DMC) model proves to be a powerful mechanism to mimic the evolution of the protein interaction networks for D. melanogaster (fruit fly) and yeast. As illustrated in Fig.1 , starting from a simple network as a seed, at each evolutionary step, there occur three processes [13] :
The three processes are described as follows: 1) Node v enters the network as a duplication of a random anchor node u. Initially, v copies exactly all the edges of node u, and it has no other edges. 2) For each neighbour x shared by u and v, there is a decision to cut off one of its edges with u and v with probability q mod . If one of the links is broken, either edge (v, x) or (u, x) is deleted by the flip of a fair coin. 3) An edge (u, v) is added with probability q con .
B. LIKELIHOOD-BASED NETWORK ARCHAEOLOGY ALGORITHM
Let us review briefly a likelihood-based algorithm [13] for reconstructing the history of a protein interaction network from the present topological structure. The algorithm focuses on a network reversing procedure, which is based upon the DMC model. It is called network archaeology algorithm (Netarch) and described as follows.
As a reasonable assumption, the network at time t, denoted with G(t), only depends on the network at time t-1, denoted with G(t-1). Firstly, one can find in the present network G(t) the pair of nodes (u, v) satisfying the condition below, i.e., the pair with the maximal probability to occur according to the DMC model [13] , arg max
where n is the number of nodes in G(t), γ uv equals q con if u and v are connected by an edge, and 1-q con if not. N(u) denotes neighbours of node u. The pair (u,v) denotes all 
pairs of nodes in G(t). N (u)
∩ N (v) represents the common neighbors between the two nodes, and N (u) N (v) involves the nodes that are neighbors of u or v but not both. Secondly, we remove one of the nodes u and v by flipping a fair coin. The deleted node is regarded as the duplication of the survival node in the time duration from t-1 to t. The survival node gains edges to all nodes in N (u)∪N (v) that it does not already have edges to. The resulting network is G(t-1) (Fig.2) . Iteration of the two steps will provide us with a series of removed nodes, which is the entering sequence of the nodes, namely, the history of the present network. It is found that for the yeast protein interaction network, by using specified values of q mod = 0.4 and q con = 0.7, we can obtain the optimal performance of the algorithm [13] . Accordingly, in the present work, we use the same values of the parameters.
C. INTEGRATING BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION INTO THE LIKELIHOOD-BASED ALGORITHM
Using the algorithm above, we search the pair (u, v) with the maximal probability of being a duplicated object in the whole network step by step. Unfortunately, the Netarch model is mainly based on network topology and has inevitable limitations. For example, with the increase of the size of the present network, this global scan means an explosive increase of the computational task. Furthermore, too many alternative pairs tend to seriously interfere with the progress of the rightpair selection in each iteration. In addition, the procedure of flipping a fair coin to determine the duplicated node each time obviously leads to a wrong choice with 50% probability. Iteration of the wrong selections may induce unacceptable errors in the reconstruction. In the present work, we use some multisource biological information to increase the performance of the likelihood-based algorithm.
1) EXCLUSION SET OF PROTEIN PAIRS
Biologically, protein pairs have significantly different probabilities of being duplicated objects. Recently, Dutkowski and Tiuryn [26] conducted MCL clustering of all the protein sequences from three species (yeast, fly and worm) available in the DIP database. The BLAST E-values were used as the pairwise distances. The protein representatives from the three species were clustered into a total of 460 nonoverlapping groups. Within each group, they performed MSA by CLUSTALW, calculated the distance matrix using PROT-DIST and constructed a gene tree using the NJ algorithm. Li et al. [23] modified every gene tree by retaining the genes from yeast and deleting all of the genes from the other two species. The resulting gene trees formed a gene duplication forest for yeast. Proteins in the same gene tree were closer to each other and only belonged to the same species; therefore, they can be considered paralogs in biology. If the pair (u, v) with the maximal probability of being a duplicated node belongs to the same gene tree, the pair should be accepted with significantly high confidence. On the contrary, if the pair occurs in two different gene trees, the pair should be rejected with a significantly high confidence. In the present work, we apply the extreme criterion that if the pair occurs in the same gene tree, the duplicated object relation is accepted with 100% confidence (even so, only one pair with the maximal probability to occur is selected for each iteration), while if they occur in different gene trees, the relation is rejected completely (Fig. 3) .
All of the pairs of proteins from different gene trees form a special set called the exclusion set of protein pairs (Ex_set). We can find the protein pair with the maximal probability in all of the pairs except those in the Ex_set. Obviously, the change from ''global scan'' to ''local scan'' can improve the accuracy and shorten the run duration (Fig. 4 ). An interesting metaphor can illustrate the simple principle. If policemen have to find a thief in 1000 persons based on some characters, there is a high probability that they will catch a wrong man. But if they shut out many alternatives who are not likely to commit the crime (e.g. some of them not having the time of doing that), the ''exclusion set'' will multiply their chances of success.
Once the ''maximal-probability'' pair (u, v) is accepted based on above, we remove one of the proteins following certain rules (see the next section). At the same time, if the chosen protein belongs to a pair in the Ex_set, the Ex_set should also be updated. That is, all of the pairs containing the removed protein should be discarded from the set. It is easily explicable because these pairs could never be used in the next iterations. In the data set provided by Li et al. [23] , a protein in a gene tree can be combined with any protein from the other 459 gene trees to form pairs that belong to Ex_set. Consequently, the updated procedure may lead to significant shrinkage of Ex_set, i.e., the loss of useful information. A key problem then is how to keep the biological information saved in Ex_set. Here, we propose a simple solution. If the removed protein occurs in the Ex_set and the duplicated object does not occur, instead of discarding the pairs containing the removed protein, we update the pairs by replacing the removed protein with the duplicated object (Fig. 5) .
2) RELIABLE CROSSOVER STANDARD STEMMING FROM TWO METHODS
In this step, we improve the ''fair flip of a coin'' procedure by integrating more ''reliable'' biological information of proteins to eliminate uncertainty. Several standards on the evolutionary periods of proteins can be found in the literature. Using different methods, evolutionary history of yeast PIN is separated into several periods, and each protein is assigned a specific period. It seems that we can take advantage of any one approach to improve the ''fair flip of a coin'' procedure. However, in an operation procedure, one should consider three items. First, some data sets are generally not complete, i.e., some proteins are not assigned to any period [22] . Second, the reliability of the assignments is limited by the deficits of the methods and false-positive experimental results. In actuality, different methods may even give us conflicting assignments. Third, when two proteins chosen with a duplication relation belong to the same periods, the corresponding information is not helpful. In order to acquire more ''reliable'' results in determining which protein is ''younger'' or ''older'' in given protein pair, we adopted crossover standard stemming from two different methods. A detailed description of each of these steps follows.
Liu et al. used orthologous groups of orthoMCL to construct the phylogenetic profile and further assess the original evolutionary period of every protein of yeast [21] . Each protein was assigned a specific period among five evolutionary periods. The dataset was complete. The standard of judging which protein should be removed using Liu's method is called standard L (L_std). Kim et al. employed Pfam domains to divide most proteins into four periods [22] . However, this data set is not complete. The standard of judging which protein should be removed using Kim's method is called standard K (K_std). As noted above, we combine the two standards to improve reliability, called standard L&K_std. The evolutionary periods of one protein a has different value ranges with different standard, namely, a L = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 using Liu's method and a K = 1, 2, 3, 4 using Kim's method. Let us denote the pair with a duplication relation as (u, v) . So the evolutionary periods of u, v using Liu's and Kim's methods are denoted as u L , v L , u K, and v K . If the data are not available, the corresponding notions areū K andv K (there are notū L and v L because Liu's data is complete). If any one of the items below stands,
, the protein u is removed (here, denotes intersection operation and denotes union operation), otherwise, a fair flip of a coin is used to determine which protein should be removed. In the last two items, u K = 1 means that protein u belongs to the youngest period and v K = 4 means protein v belongs to the oldest period using K_std. Similar treatment can be applied to remove protein v. Although the percentage of available crossover standard in all iterations is always low (minimum = %5), we obtained the reliability which we are more interested in.
3) FLOW OF IMPROVED NETARCH ALGORITHM
Now we present pseudocode of the improved Netarch algorithm (Imp_netarch) as follows
III. EXPERIMENT A. APPLICATION TO NETWORKS GENERATED WITH THE DMC MODEL
Quantitatively, we measure the performance of the algorithms by means of the Kendall's tau measure. Let us denote the true and predicted history sequences of proteins with S true and S pred , respectively. The Kendall's tau measure is,
where n c is the number of pairs of proteins in the correct relative order, and n d represents the number of the discordant pairs. If the history is reconstructed exactly, namely, the two sequences are identical, one has K =1, and if the proteins in the two sequences are positioned exactly opposite, one has K = − 1.
In the next section, we obtained a high-confidence proteinprotein interaction (PPI) network for the yeast S. cerevisiae from the IntAct database. The network contains 2604 proteins (nodes) and 8,275 physical interactions between them [13] . The number of proteins in the Ex_set is 1054, covering approximately 40% of all proteins. However, we cannot prove universality of new algorithm using real yeast PIN because of unchangeable proteins and protein pairs in Ex_set. For example, we are unable to test the situation that Ex_set covers other 40% of all proteins. Furthermore, we take into account whether randomly selected protein pairs in the Ex_set will have an impact on the performance of Imp_netarch. A common treatment is growing small-scale networks to simulate the application of it.
Accordingly, we tested the performance of the improved method by using networks generated with the DMC model in this section. First, we grew three 100-node networks based on the DMC model and applied Netarch to reconstruct their history. The size of each generalized network is 100. We randomly selected a total of 40 nodes to construct exclusion pairs. In addition, the pairs which were elements of the exclusion set in the 40 nodes were united randomly to demonstrate the universality of Imp_netarch. In the step of improving the ''fair flip of a coin'' procedure, we determined 5 correctly removed nodes in 5 node pairs chosen randomly from all iterations because the minimum proportion of L&K_std application in real yeast PIN is 5% in the next section. Note that the efficiencies of execution are different for reversing the three 100-node networks. For each network generated, we repeated Netarch 100 times. Then, we tested the improved algorithm by 10 exclusion scales (minimum = 50, maximum = 500 and interval = 50). For each case, we repeated Imp_netarch 100 times too. These results (Fig. 6 ) indicate that regardless of whether the performance of the Netarch algorithm is good or not in each test, the Imp_netarch algorithm is always more efficient. Moreover, it is not surprising that a larger exclusion scale had better results using Imp_netarch algorithm.
B. APPLICATION TO REAL YEAST PIN
The key problem is how to measure the performance of the developed algorithms, namely, to what extent the predicted occurring sequence of proteins can represent the history of a protein interaction network. To validate that the present algorithm is more effective than the previous algorithms, we must maintain consistency of the PIN data and the validation method. Therefore, we still used the protein interaction network data for yeast from Navlakha and Kingsford [13] and the evaluation benchmark proposed by Navlakha and Kingsford [13] . Here, sequence-based homologies are used to determine the arrival order of proteins in the yeast protein interaction network. The analysis is based upon the assumption that proteins that emerged after yeast's divergence from other species will have fewer orthologues in those distantly related organisms [27] . The data for the occurrences of orthologues of yeast proteins in a total of 6 eukaryotes is obtained from the Clusters of Orthologous Genes database [28] . These 6 eukaryotes are A. thaliana, C. elegans, D. melanogaster, H. sapiens, S. pombe, and E. cuniculi. For a pair of FIGURE 6. The comparison of Netarch and Imp_netarch for 3 generated 100-node networks. Network (a), (b) and (c) with different topological structure are generated 100-node networks based on DMC. The performance of Netarch is the worst on network (a), is better on network (b), and is the best on network (c).
proteins (u, v), if protein u has comparatively more orthologs, it comes earlier into the network.
For convenience, each protein in (out of) Ex_set is named Ex_pro(In_pro). We used the PIN data for yeast from Navlakha and Kingsford [13] and a gene duplication forest for yeast from Li et al. [23] . The PIN is high-confidence protein-protein interaction (PPI) network for the yeast S. cerevisiae from the IntAct database [13] . It includes 2604 proteins and 3389104 pairs of proteins, and the Ex_set is constructed with 1054 Ex_proes and 1550 In_proes based on the duplication forest. The scale of Ex_set is 548470, which means including 548470 protein pairs from two different gene trees. Similar to networks generated with the DMC model above, we tested the improved algorithm by 10 exclusion scales (minimum = 50000, maximum = 500000 and interval = 50000). For each case, we repeated Imp_netarch 100 times. As expected the effectiveness of Imp_netarch is actually in proportion to its exclusion scale (Fig.7) . The Ex_set whose exclusion scale is the largest corresponds to ''optimum retrospection''. Its average Kendall's tau is greater than 0.48, indicating that approximately 75% of the protein orders inferred are correct by the Imp_netarch algorithm, which improves the accuracy of reversing the network using the Netarch algorithm significantly. In addition, we can obtain more stable Kendall's taus by applying the new algorithm to the real yeast PIN in each exclusion scale (Fig.7) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed an improved archaeology algorithm for yeast protein interaction network from a new perspective. Many computational biology researchers construct complex network to mimic PINs of many organisms and analyze problems by means of non-biological ways (e.g. mathematical, physical and artificial intelligence methods). It is noteworthy that nodes (proteins), the relationships of nodes (proteins), motifs, communities, modules and so on have rich biological backgrounds and meanings. However, in many cases, the rich biological information is independent of constructed networks and non-biological methods mentioned above and not fully considered. Motivated by this idea, we integrated multi-source biological information into an archaeology algorithm for yeast PIN to eliminate its limitations and improved it significantly. Theoretical analyses and numerical experiments showed that exclusion set and crossover standard played important roles in the improved procedure. Imp_netarch not only contributes to determining the age of every yeast protein more accurately, but also greatly increases our understanding of biological evolution.
V. DISCUSSION
We can gain much enlightenment from this study. Firstly, this evolutionary or expanding phenomenon of biological PINs is common in many networks of other types, such as the World Wide Web, social networks, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [29] and so on. Integrated with real-world node or edge information (e.g. biological information), the ''retrospection'' mechanism may keep track of the history of these networks more efficiently. Secondly, this study further shows that a larger exclusion scale means better performance based on the numerical examples. The development of high-throughput data-collection techniques will facilitate the discovery of more paralogous pairs of proteins. A larger exclusion scale in the future will contribute to the reversing accuracy of the improved algorithm. Thirdly, researchers often acquire incomplete or false positive data due to the limitations of experimental conditions in biological work. How does one apply these data to a mathematical model or an optimization algorithm? An intersection operation can be carried out. For obvious reasons, intersection of these unreliable data from different sources can increase reliability. Here, we must put a further interpretation on the improvement in the ''fair flip of a coin'' procedure. The treatment appears to be straightforward but our goal is to eliminate uncertainties originated from the old model. For this purpose, reliable crossover standard mentioned above is one option. Unfortunately, it cannot work in each iteration as mentioned above in order to gain high reliability. In the next work, investigators can use other more effective either-or methods, such as biological experiment, to further improve the performance of Imp_netarch.
